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PostCast is a very easy to use program which helps you send MMS
(Multimedia Messaging Service) or SMS (Short Message Service)

messages from your computer. PostCast is a fast and easy application
to send those short text messages, i.e. SMS (Short Message Service) or
MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service) messages to other mobile phone

users. For instance, to make a notification to your friends, family or
colleagues on how you found the new site, it's as easy as to send a few

text messages to them. Using the latest technologies, PostCast
provides even more features in the future, including the ability to set
up a contact list. The program can be used in tandem with any email

client and provides standard protocols. PostCast Server 6.2.0.7 + More
File Features + Send file(s) or Disk(s) to a recipient(s) + Post to MMS /

Post to SMS + Note that one account can have many recipients. +
Multiline text (wrap text) + Email includes Attachments + The Multiline

text can wrap over the entire screen, or over a predefined portion of
the screen. + Post to MMS / SMS Now + This option sends a message to
all the recipients as soon as you select the option. + Dialog box can be
used to accept, reject or request more options before sending. + Auto
refresh to see the user / recipient list. + Allows recipients to enter the
mobile number. + SMS / MMS can be sent using the standard USSD,

i.e. the standard number to connect to services such as GPRS, WebWAN
(HSPA), and others. + Separate the recipients list from the body of the
message. + Allow the user to select the time that must be displayed in
the SMS / MMS. + The recipient can also directly click on the link sent in

the messages. + Reorder the group of messages + See how many
recipients have received a message + It is possible to configure the
SMS / MMS on one account to all or only one phone. + You can even
send an HTML message. PostCast Server Video Tutorial: Download

PostCast Server
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PostCast Server Download With Full Crack is a straightforward and
intuitive program designed to offer an easy method of sending personal

and business messages and notifications to different customers,
directly from the computer, and it turns the PC into an outgoing mail

server. It's wrapped in a well-organized and clean interface showing on
the left side of the panel a toolbar with the most common commands, a

basic email layout with outbox, drafts, sent and deleted items, and a
new message floating window. Set up the connection quickly When the
app is run for the first time, it provides a setup wizard, and those who

are using the program for the first time should use it. It guides you
through a few steps, to configure the server. You have to select the

Internet connection type, then enable the access only for the current
computer of for the Local Area Network. Next, you have to choose the
corresponding Internet and LAN IP address from the drop-down menu,
along with SMTP and port number. Other alternative options can be set

through the wizard or later, like minimize the program, run it at
Windows startup or allow the program to send messages. Once

everything is configured correctly, you can proceed to checking your
inbox and deliver notifications. Customize the messages and send them
swiftly You can connect your e-mail client to PostCast Server over LAN,
Internet or directly from the computer where the utility was installed. It
can be configured to send messages for all users within the LAN. If it's
necessary, you can limit the access using several security options. The

tool provides a basic editor to personalize the content with, such as
various font types and styles, colors, bold, italic, along with paragraph
alignment, and bullet lists. In addition, it's possible to insert hyperlinks,

attach important documentation, as well as spellcheck the text for
eventual mistakes, and set a priority level. In the "Settings" tab you can
set advanced options for security, system, connection, and dial-up, like

restrict the access to certain IP addresses, choose a number of
outgoing connections, and change the hostname. When sending them,
a bar is displayed to show the sending progress, along with the number

of sent items. Conclusion Taking everything into account, PostCast
Server is a reliable and user-friendly application that comes in handy
when you want to quickly sent a notification to multiple recipients,

customers or friends and connects directly and securely to your
Internet connection. COMMAND INTERNATIONAL Post b7e8fdf5c8
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Create and send bulk messages directly from the computer, and
restrict the access to either the entire LAN, or one single IP address.
Specifications: Runs on all Windows-based platforms. Compatible with
Internet Explorer 9, Firefox, Opera, Chrome, Internet Explorer 6,
Internet Explorer 7, Internet Explorer 8, and Internet Explorer 9 The
maximum number of recipients is: 2,048 Supported languages: English
(US), English (UK), German, French, Spanish Costs: $9.99 License
($49.99 for 1 year) PostCast Server Trial: A trial version with limitations
of up to 5 minutes is offered when you first launch the utility, and it's
guaranteed for 24 hours. If you want to take more time, a license can
be used. You can download PostCast Server for free from here .
Evaluation License:  A full evaluation license of PostCast Server is also
available here. PostCast Server Customer Support: This software is
backed by a 99.9% uptime guarantee. All customer support requests
are handled in English. PostCast Server Download: You can download
PostCast Server from the official download page here. PostCast Server
PostCast Server is a straightforward and intuitive program designed to
offer an easy method of sending personal and business messages and
notifications to different customers, directly from the computer, and it
turns the PC into an outgoing mail server. It's wrapped in a well-
organized and clean interface showing on the left side of the panel a
toolbar with the most common commands, a basic email layout with
outbox, drafts, sent and deleted items, and a new message floating
window. Set up the connection quickly When the app is run for the first
time, it provides a setup wizard, and those who are using the program
for the first time should use it. It guides you through a few steps, to
configure the server. You have to select the Internet connection type,
then enable the access only for the current computer of for the Local
Area Network. Next, you have to choose the corresponding Internet and
LAN IP address from the drop-down menu, along with SMTP and port
number. Other alternative options can be set through the wizard or
later, like minimize the program, run it at Windows startup or allow the
program to send messages. Once everything is configured correctly,
you can proceed to checking your inbox and deliver notifications.
Custom

What's New in the PostCast Server?

PostCast Server is a straightforward and intuitive program designed to
offer an easy method of sending personal and business messages and
notifications to different customers, directly from the computer, and it
turns the PC into an outgoing mail server. It's wrapped in a well-
organized and clean interface showing on the left side of the panel a
toolbar with the most common commands, a basic email layout with
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outbox, drafts, sent and deleted items, and a new message floating
window. Set up the connection quickly When the app is run for the first
time, it provides a setup wizard, and those who are using the program
for the first time should use it. It guides you through a few steps, to
configure the server. You have to select the Internet connection type,
then enable the access only for the current computer of for the Local
Area Network. Next, you have to choose the corresponding Internet and
LAN IP address from the drop-down menu, along with SMTP and port
number. Other alternative options can be set through the wizard or
later, like minimize the program, run it at Windows startup or allow the
program to send messages. Once everything is configured correctly,
you can proceed to checking your inbox and deliver notifications.
Customize the messages and send them swiftly You can connect your e-
mail client to PostCast Server over LAN, Internet or directly from the
computer where the utility was installed. It can be configured to send
messages for all users within the LAN. If it's necessary, you can limit
the access using several security options. The tool provides a basic
editor to personalize the content with, such as various font types and
styles, colors, bold, italic, along with paragraph alignment, and bullet
lists. In addition, it's possible to insert hyperlinks, attach important
documentation, as well as spellcheck the text for eventual mistakes,
and set a priority level. In the "Settings" tab you can set advanced
options for security, system, connection, and dial-up, like restrict the
access to certain IP addresses, choose a number of outgoing
connections, and change the hostname. When sending them, a bar is
displayed to show the sending progress, along with the number of sent
items. Conclusion Taking everything into account, PostCast Server is a
reliable and user-friendly application that comes in handy when you
want to quickly sent a notification to multiple recipients, customers or
friends and connects directly and securely to your Internet connection.
PostCast Server Win XP-Vista-7
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q9550 @
2.66GHz, 4GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT 512MB or ATI
HD 4800 Hard Drive: 5GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0
compatible sound card Recommended: Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800
GT 512MB or ATI HD 4800 Hard Drive
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